
Dear Harvest  Partner,
Due to the dramatic events of the world pandemic of corona virus it has brought the world into the greatest

crisis of all time. The entire world is in complete shut-down at this time. A financial crisis will bring about the
most worldwide inflation and depression of all time. A change in world currencies is about to take effect. All
paper currencies will be declared worthless and a return to tangible assets will be the backing that is needed;
gold, silver, etc. Now this will bring us to the greatest mystery of all time – who and where is Mystery
Babylon? And now I am returning to the series on Mystery Babylon, one of the most misunderstood mysteries
of the Bible. And now we begin with what Brother Neal Frisby has spoken about in the past writings:

“The changes and events we see fulfilling today were predicted on the Scripts years in advance; and
according to prophecy we are headed for more dramatic and perilous times than ever before!” – Also the
Scriptures in II Peter 1:19, reveal we will have a more sure word of prophecy; wherein the church will do well
to take heed. Soon we will be entering new beginnings as the old social order passes away! On the one hand
the world will enter slumber and delusion and on the other hand He will pour out His spirit and revelation
on those with an open heart!

“The world is entering the twilight of destiny! The hand of providence has a tight grip on the reins and
Jesus will bring it to a proper conclusion at the proper hour!” – The time ahead will be vitally important
concerning world events and indeed very interesting! We will see fascinating and spellbinding events. Old
waves vanishing, new waves of change and subtlety approaching! – Also to watch the prophecy concerning
Russia, the Mid-East, the Vatican, the Arab, the Jews – Japan and China, the U.S.A. social structure, plus South
and Central America, West Europe. Concerning these subjects vast changes unparalleled in history are on their
way! – They are easing toward us even now! – “There has never been a time ahead of us such as the one we
will enter! Listen to me very carefully. Concerning prophecy I have foreseen the destiny and fall of the
United States as we know it!” – A total new world lies just ahead. – We’ll write one part of this now! – “I saw
the United States fitting into a world puzzle that it does not belong into; but according to prophecy this is
what is to occur! – Remember as the age closes out, the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy upon His
servants! He is the Bright and Morning Star of fulfillment!”

“During the time we spoke about above will also continue wars, plagues, diseases, earthquakes, famines,
terrorism, economic conditions, drugs, new dimensions in the occult, world churches bring new order and
bewitchery, a sell-out of the power and of the Word of God! – This will riffle from the Vatican on down clear
into Pentecost systems! Then all of a sudden developing before our eyes in clear view is mystery Babylon
the Great, the Mother of Harlots and the Abominations of the earth! Rev. Chap. 17!” – “The churches will
be in delusion and intoxicated with the power and doctrine of Babylon! A mixture of all types of belief;
finally idols and paganism included!” No wonder the world is entering a more sinful and wicked age! We
can already see the luke-warmness among the churches! – “Known now as only a Phantom prince, but he
will rise in reality and guide them to their appointed doom! For prophecy has declared it so in the midst of
social woe!”

“The crises coming will be of such major intensity that dictatorship will be the only kind of government
possible! We see many countries now dealing in gold! They are preparing for Commercial Babylon – Rev.
18:12, and religious Babylon, Rev. 17:4! – Finally the currencies on earth as we’ve known them will become
worthless! Only anti-Christ money leading into a mark will be allowed!” – “This strange dictator evidently
will rise through super inflation and coming depression giving him absolute control! We are ushering towards
the Great Tribulation!” All prophetic signs indicate that this time of chaos and trouble will occur. End
quote. – Next month in the series coming we’ll describe the making and placing of the great Statue of Liberty
and how it came about – very informative!

In last month’s letter we had a very special faith-building message. Isa. 41:10, “Fear thou not; for I am with
thee, for I am the Lord thy God!” Mark 5:36, “Be not afraid, only believe!”

This month I am releasing a wonderful new book called “The Perfect Hiding Place” – a wonderful message
that will lift you up in these trying times. – Also a DVD “Prophetic Times.” – Your help will really be
appreciated this month to continue this important vital series. – May His richest blessings be upon you. I will
be remembering you in prayer.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “Prophetic Times”
“Not Alone”                                                Also available: “Healing Over Elements”
“Help All Around Us”                                           ($20.00 donation each)
“The Numbering of Babylon”


